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1.

Introduction

In this paper we extend the model developed for path and manner-of-motion constructions proposed in [15] to predicates denoting the creation of an object, whether syntactically realized
or not. This model, Dynamic Interval Temporal Logic (DITL), exploits the formal distinctions
available in the “events as programs” metaphor, to differentiate both lexical and compositional
properties of telicity involved in scalar predication. Specifically, we distinguish between lexical
and phrasal constructions which denote tests over their successful dynamic execution (test predicates), from expressions which denote the inherent assignment and re-assignment of a value to
an attribute (assignment predicates). Tests denote telic, while iterated assignments correspond
to atelic constructions. Following [15], and related to [9]’s analysis, we use this distinction to
characterize different subclasses of creation verbs, where the created objects play different roles
in the calculation of telicity.

2.

Creation Verbs

Creation verbs have long posed a problem for verbal aspectual classification (cf. [11]). Traditionally viewed as accomplishments, the standard analysis, at least since [2] and [18], is that
they differ from regular accomplishments in that they take a participant that measures out the
event, i.e., an incremental theme argument. Recent work on scalar change offers a new way to
look at the inherent temporal properties of these verbs, but also makes conflicting statements regarding the kind of change entailed, particularly with regard to the locus of the scale. [4] claim
that creation and consumption incremental theme verbs (ITVs) lexicalize an extent scale, while
[17] and [6] argue that the scale for an ITV is not encoded in the verb, but is rather introduced
compositionally by the referent of the direct object. [17] analyzes ITVs as activities, and in
support of this view, [9] claim that ITVs lack argument realization properties which other scalar
predicates share, such as resistance to object deletion.
None of these analyses, however, can account for the long recognized distinction ([1]) between transitive creation verbs which may exhibit an object-drop alternation (e.g., draw, write,
dig, knit, paint) and those which typically do not exhibit this alternation (e.g., build, construct,
create, make, produce). This distinction is illustrated below.
(1) a. John quickly drew a map (of the route).
b. Children were drawing on pieces of paper on the floor.
(2) a. John wrote a new book.
b. Sophie has been writing for hours.
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(3) a. John built a wooden bookcase.
b. *John has been building for weeks.
Within the dynamic framework mentioned above, we analyze both these verb types as assignment predicates, changing the value of an attribute against a scale. While both verb classes
involve variable assignments over an ordinal scale, the build-class also introduces a predicate
against which the ordinal scalar change is tested. Hence they are test predicates as well. This
test, we suggest, makes reference to a nominal scale.1
In our use of the notions of scales we depart from the linguistic terminology, according to
which a scale is usually understood as an ordinal scale (either two-point or multi-point, cf. [17]),
and make reference to measurement theory, where a principled distinction is drawn between
different types of scales (e.g. nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio, cf. [7]). This allows us to
conceptualize the very point of the paper; viz., that different scalar theories can be referenced in
a compositional process, and that shifting operations may be at play in the examples discussed.

3.

Dynamic Interval Temporal Logic

We assume an event structure based on linear temporal logic (LTL), with standard operators, ◦,
, ♦, and U (cf. [3,8,12]). A state is a single frame structure, wherein a proposition is interpreted at temporal index i, φ ; concatenation can apply to two or more indexes, denoted by
i

the interval [i, j], φ φ = φ
i

j

hi,ji

. We define a transition as a sequence containing a proposi-

tional opposition over adjacent states. From a 2-state transition, φ ¬φ
extended transitions, φ

[i,j]

¬φ

j+1

= φ ¬φ

h[i,j],j+1i

hi,i+1i

, we can compose

.

As with transitions and extended states, we interpret processes dynamically as programs.
To understand this, we turn directly to the semantics of incremental theme verbs. We assume
that ITVs operate over a scale. For now, we ignore interval properties and focus on the simpler
order-preserving transformation defining an ordinal scale. An ordinal scale consists of a set
of elements, D, exhibiting the attribute to be measured, along with an ordering of D over this
attribute, 4, where, if a, b, c ∈ D, then if a 4 b and b 4 c, then a 4 c.
We will assume that a process has characteristics of both states and transitions. For any
process, there must exist at least one attribute of an object, whose value is changing over the
trace of the state transitions. Adopting the analysis from [14], we refer to this as an iterated
dynamic assignment. Hence, the object remains persistent otherwise, while varying in the value
assigned to this one attribute. For the present discussion, somewhat informally, let A(x) = y
refer to the proposition “attribute A holds of x with value y”. We define an attribute assignment
as a 2-frame structure where the second frame indicates the changing binding associated with
the attribute statement, with y 6= z. We define the iteration of an assignment (marked with + )
as a process. If there exists at least an ordinal scalar constraint, e.g., 4, that holds over each
iteration, then we call the process directed. These are:
A(x) = y A(x) = z

hi,i+1i ,

A(x) = y A(x) = z

+
hi,ji ,

and A(x) = y A(x) = z, y 4 z

+
hi,ji

.

For reasons of space, we concentrate on build- and write-verbs and do not examine other creation classes
such as those encoding only a test component (invent-verbs) and those alternating with a change-of state reading
(bake-verbs) (for a recent overview of creation subclasses, see [5]; for an account within DITL, cf. [14]) and [16]).
1
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4.

The Analysis

Adopting the analysis of manner-of-motion predicates like walk and run from [15], we say that
a process “leaves a trail” as it is executed. For motion, this trail is the created object of the
path which the mover traveled on. For ITVs, this trail is the created object brought about by
order-preserving transformations as executed in the directed process above. Hence, a verb such
as write is an assignment predicate, denoting a directed process, which leaves a trail of the
process, namely the material written. This argument is unexpressed in the syntax but present
in the inspection of any state or the overall trace of the process. Following [14], we call this a
program variable, ~y , to the verb write, as in: λ~y λx[write(x, ~y )].
Now consider build. Unlike the verb write, it denotes a directed process which is measured
against a defined test, introduced explicitly by the direct object argument, In other words, during the dynamic execution of a build-event, the test component constantly checks whether the
current stage of creation of the object is identical to the distinguished end point identified by
the semantics of the direct object, and stops when this point is reached. The test component of
build references a Nominal scale, in that it introduces a nominal dichotomy that did not exist
before (cf. [7]). Thus, a verb such as build also leaves a trail, but while testing the value of this
trail against the semantics of the distinguished value denoted by the direct object. Therefore, it
has both an incrementally created (trail) argument, denoted by a program variable, as well as
the argument identified with the test: λ~zλyλx[build(x, ~z, y)]. This is represented schematically
in the event structure below, ignoring the agent, x:
(4)

A(x) = y
¬bookcase(z)

A(x) = z, y 4 z

+

bookcase(z)
hi,ji

Returning to the expressed object examples with write and draw verbs, it is now clear what is
being computed. The direct object introduces a test which determines when the ITV directed
process should terminate. This shifts the scale of interpretation for these predicates from ordinal
to nominal, something we refer to as scale shifting.
Regarding the compositional distinction between build a house and write a letter, the following is the case. Telicity is defined by reference to a test, and any test will do. Lexically,
build-verbs encode the test as part of their semantics, and the nominal test is selected for as an
argument. This makes them inherently test predicates. Verbs such as write, however, do not
encode a test, but are assignment predicates. There are at least two options for how to treat
write-verbs (for a detailed discussion, cf. [16]).
(5) a. Optional argument solution ([13]): λ∗ zλ~y λx[write(x, ~y , z)]
b. Cocompositional solution: argument introduction licensed by special constraints.
We focus here on the latter, which introduces a compositional strategy that perform this testing.
Such strategies would be limited by the grammar and would also be cocompositional:
(6) a. ARGUMENT INTRODUCTION; creates a test by reference to a new nominal scale;
write a letter, draw a circle, run a mile, knit a sweater
b. ADJUNCT INTRODUCTION; creates a test with a measure phrase relevant to the trail
created by assignment; write/draw for an hour, walk to the store, knit until noon.
Under this analysis, write a letter would involve a cocomposition resulting in a VP expression
equivalent to λzλ~y λx[write(x, ~y , z)].
A(x) = y
¬letter(z)

A(x) = z, y 4 z
letter(z)
hi,ji

+
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As pointed out above, durative adverbials are a potential test expression in composition
with assignment predicates, such as write and draw. Hence, instead of argument introduction
(option a above), adjunction is possible, as in write for an hour and walk for a mile. Both
innovations create tests over the assignment predication, as shown below for write, where τ
traces the interval length of the event, e.
A(e, x) = y
τ (e) 6= (hour, 1)

A(e, x) = z, y 4 z

+

τ (e) = (hour, 1)
hi,ji

Notice how walk for a mile can now be “clocked” with a frame adverbial, as in walk for a mile
in 10 minutes. Hence, while frame adverbials are actually clocking an activity to completion,
and require that a test is already present, durative adverbials introduce a test that measures the
activity without clocking it.
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